
at a time—the results remain the same. Each bit of light has a 50-50 chance of going

through the right or the left slit.

After a while, all these photon-bullets will logically create a pattern—falling preferentially

in the middle of the detector with fewer on the fringes, because most paths from the light

source go more or less straight ahead. The laws of probability say that we should see a

cluster of hits like this:

 

When plotted on a graph (in which the number of hits is vertical, and their position on

the detector screen is horizontal) the expected result for a barrage of particles is indeed to

have more hits in the middle and fewer near the edges, which produces a curve like this:
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But that’s not the result we actually get. When experiments like this are performed—and

they have been done thousands of times during the past century—we find that the bits of

light instead create a curious pattern:
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Plotted on a graph, the pattern’s “hits” look like this:
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In theory, those smaller side peaks around the main one should be symmetrical. In

practice, we’re dealing with probabilities and individual bits of light, so the result usually

deviates a bit from the ideal. Anyway, the big question here is: why this pattern?

Turns out, it’s exactly what we’d expect if light is made of waves, not particles. Waves

collide and interfere with each other, causing ripples. If you toss two pebbles into a pond at
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A single photon hits the detector.
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A second photon hits the detector.

 

A third photon hits the detector.
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Somehow, these individual photons add up to an interference pattern!

There has never been a truly satisfactory answer for this. Wild ideas keep emerging.

Could there be other electrons or photons “next door” in a parallel universe, from another

experimenter doing the same thing? Could their electrons be interfering with ours? That’s

so far-fetched that few believe it.

The usual interpretation of why we see an interference pattern is that photons or

electrons have two choices when they encounter the double slit. They do not actually exist

as real entities in real places until they are observed, and they aren’t observed until they hit

the final detection barrier. So when they reach the slits, they exercise their probabilistic

freedom of taking both choices. Even though actual electrons or photons are indivisible,
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Now we repeat the experiment, shooting photons through the slits one at a time, except

this time we know which slot each photon goes through. Now the results dramatically

change. Even though QWPs do not alter photons other than harmlessly shifting their

polarities (later, we prove that this change in results is not caused by the QWPs), now we

no longer get the interference pattern. Now the curve suddenly changes to what we’d

expect if the photons were particles:
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Something’s happened. It turns out that the mere act of measurement, of learning the

path of each photon, destroyed the photon’s freedom to remain blurry and undefined and

take both paths until it reached the barriers. Its “wave-function” must have collapsed at our

measuring device, the QWPs, as it instantly “chose” to become a particle and go through

one slit or the other. Its wave nature was lost as soon as it lost its blurry probabilistic not-

quite-real state. But why should the photon have chosen to collapse its wave-function?
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We’ll set up our original experiment with no which-way information measured. Except

that now we add a “coincidence counter.” The role of the coincidence counter is to prevent

us from learning the polarity of the photons at detector S unless a photon also hits detector

P. One twin goes through the slits (call this photon s) while the other merely barrels ahead

to a second detector. Only when both detectors register hits at about the same time do we

know that both twins have completed their journeys. Only then does something register on

our equipment. The resulting pattern at detector S is our familiar interference pattern:
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This makes sense. We haven’t learned which slit any particular photon or electron has

taken, so the objects have remained probability waves.

But let’s now get tricky. First, we’ll restore those QWPs so we can get which-way

information for photons traveling along path S.
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As expected, the interference pattern now vanishes, replaced with the particle pattern,

the single curve.
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So far, so good. But now, let’s destroy our ability to measure the which-way paths of

the s photons but without interfering with them in any way. We can do this by placing a

polarizing window in the path of the other photon P, far away. This plate will stop the

second detector from registering coincidences. It’ll measure only some of the photons, and

effectively scramble up the double-signals. Because a coincidence counter is essential here

in delivering information about the completion of the twins’ journeys, it has now been
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They’re waves again. The interference pattern is back. The physical places on the back

screen where the photons or electrons taking path s struck have now changed. Yet we did

nothing to these photons’ paths, from their creation at the crystal all the way to the final

detector. We even left the QWPs in place. All we did was meddle with the twin photon far

away so that it destroyed our ability to learn information. The only change was in our

minds. How could photons taking path S possibly know that we put that other polarizer in
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